This menu celebrates the music of Cuba:
its rhythms and dances, its distinctive
instrumentation, and above all, its
passion.
Of course, all we can do is offer here a
taster of the world’s most exciting music
– accompanied by some of the world’s
most exciting cocktails.

C O N T E N T S

RHYTHM NATION
Uno camino con ritmo, habla con ritmo, come su comida
con ritmo… el ritmo está en todo.
You walk with rhythm, speak with rhythm, eat a meal
with rhythm… rhythm is in everything.

MARIO BAUZÁ

DRINKS LIST
Mario Bauzá is, of course, right. This music enters every aspect of daily life,
P r i c e s d o n o t i n c l u d e 8 . 8 7 5 % N Y S S a l e s Ta x .

and makes its presence felt – in rhythm. And it is a simple pattern: one-two-

A discretionary 20% service charge will be

three, one-two; one-two-three, one-two. It is so elemental that it has a name.

added to all parties of 5 or more.

It is the clave, the key. And since those five-beat patterns are the heartbeat of
Cuban music, they are also the basis of samba and Latin jazz.

p.05

CUBAN CLASSICS

Music is an expression of place as much as of people. It takes root in
landscape and is nurtured by human hands, and feet and tongues. Cuba’s
music has many parents, but broadly the family tree has its roots in Spain
and in Africa. The African elements came with the brutal and illicit slave
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HIGHBALLS & FROZEN

trade, bringing traces of Yoruba and Congolese rituals; the rhythmic
dances of the Abakuá secret society from Nigeria and Cameroon; West
African melodies and drumming. The Spanish colonists brought verse

p.17

PUNCH

forms, stories and courtly dances. And one thing led to another, as it so
often does. The original identities faded away, leaving something original,
complex and sophisticated. And over the years the music continued to
develop, finding new expressions within its unique character.

p.23

SOUR

But that isn’t the end of the story; not even the end of the beginning. Because
Cuba’s music is too vast and mighty to be contained. It escaped. It found
its way to the US, where it was welcomed with open arms and dancing feet.

p.29

OLD-FASHIONED

It found a home in jazz, starting with bebop. It brought the salsa and the
rumba and the phenomenon that is the mambo.
It found its way into rock & roll, country music, film scores, Broadway

p.33

C O C K TA I L

shows, Latin jazz. Cuban music is everywhere, if you know where to look
and how to listen.

ALL YOU NEED IS CLAVE.
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Strictly speaking, many of these classic
drinks belong in other categories.
But we’ve brought them together here
because they’re so iconic – such as the

C L AV E S

Daiquiri, Mojito and El Presidente,

They don’t look like much – just two short sticks. And yet claves are both the metronome

Created in Cuba, perfected here.

“the aristocrat of cocktails.”

and the anchor of the son, where African and Spanish elements first began to fuse
together. The one-two-three, one-two pattern drives the song forward, keeps it together.
This instrument is literally the key. Its name is also what it does, and what makes it so
important. The player cups one clave in the hollow of his hand, which lets the sound
ring as he strikes with the other clave. The rhythm is locked. The song is set free.
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CUBAN CLASSICS
MOJITO
Cuban Rum Blend, Lime, Mint, Soda

RUM AND COLA
Cuban Rum Blend, Italian Amaro, Cola,
Champagne

NACIONAL
Cuban Rum Blend, French Bitter, Banana,
Apricot, Yuzu, Pineapple, Lime

MARY PICKFORD
Cuban Rum Blend, Maraschino, Pineapple,
Lime, Pomegranate

G Ü I R O
In one hand, the singer is holding a hollow ridged gourd or calabash. In the other,

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

a thin stick. As he sings, he draws the stick up and down the ridges, making a rasping
ratcheting sound that adds to the percussive pulse of the music, especially when the band
is playing a charanga or a danzón. The patterns are complex, yet relaxed. As the stick
moves across the güiro, it is doing what the music is doing. It is describing the dance.

7.
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CUBAN CLASSICS
DAIQUIRI
(Traditional or Strawberry)
Cuban Rum Blend, Lime, Sugar

E. HEMINGWAY SPECIAL
Cuban Rum Blend, Maraschino,
Grapefruit, Lime, Sugar

CHAPARRA
Cuban Rum Blend, Blanc Vermouth,
Verjus, Falernum, Lemongrass

EL PRESIDENTE
Puerto Rican & Venezuelan Rums, Mezcal,
Italian Vermouth, Curaçao, Ancho Chili,
Pomegranate

T R U M P E T
It soars and flutters. It floats and jabs like a fighter. It makes the air turn liquid

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

and shine. The trumpet shouts softly and whispers loudly. Its voice is both melody
and rhythm because in this music, they are often the same. Sometimes the trumpet
follows the singer, and sometimes it becomes the song, leading the rest of the band
from the verse to the joyous chorus. And then the solo, a wild idea running free
and circling back to where it began, in a voice that is both melody and rhythm.
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Invented in Manhattan way back
around 1890, the Highball – “the high
priest of tall drinks” – remains today’s
perfect convivial session drink. And

C O N G A

nothing better than a perfectly made

You cannot tell for sure when it starts. You perceive a momentary flurry, a shadow

frozen drink.

for sheer ice-cold class, there’s still

of sound; and then the flurry becomes rhythm. The volume grows. The rhythm
grows. And you understand it in your bones. The hands of the conguero are dancing
over the heads of the drums. He adds more notes, more patterns, building a tower
that soars ever skyward. It is made of the pure, the essential sound. It is the beat.

11.
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HIGHBALLS

SAVING GRACE
Mezcal, Sofrito, Lime, Grapefruit,
Cuban Style Ale

GEE WHIZ
Cuban Rum Blend, Gin, Key Lime, Cream,
Eggwhite, Soda

FOUL PLAY
Mexican Rum, Mezcal, Green Bell Pepper,
Passionfruit, Lime, Gentian, Soda

POWER STRUGGLE
Gin, Palo Santo, Mastiha, Lemon,
Pineapple, Soda

P I A N O
The pianist is showing off. Not his virtuosity, but something more surprising: the

ALL DRINKS

true nature of the piano. For in this music, the piano is not just about melody and
accompaniment. It is a percussion instrument, part of the rhythm section. And the
pianist demonstrates, scattering great cascades of chords that soar and then burst
in the air above the dancing crowd like fireworks, all multi-colored and miraculous.

13 .
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FROZEN DRINKS

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Puerto Rican Rum, Strawberry,
Lime, Sugar

PINA COLADA
Puerto Rican Rum, Pineapple,
Coconut, Lime

MIAMI VICE
Puerto Rican Rum, Pineapple,
Strawberry, Coconut, Lime

L A

V O Z

/

T H E

V O I C E

It is not the sequins. Not the dress or the jewelry. Not the dazzling smile. Not even the red-

ALL DRINKS

hot band. It’s the voice. It is both pulsating rhythm and it is sinuous melody. It celebrates
a story – a love story, of course. (And was heartbreak ever so joyous?) Their passion was
born, the voice says, and it burned brightly, too brightly – until it ascended the night sky and
splintered like a thousand stars. And each star was a teardrop. And each teardrop a sequin.

15 .
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One of the oldest mixed drinks, punch
truly began to flourish in
India, during the Age of Empire.
Thereafter, wherever colonization

S O N

was taking place, a simple yet elegant

Son is perhaps the quintessential form of modern Cuban music. It is the root, the mother,

would soon be sure to follow.

version based on local ingredients

the home. It combines rhythms that are African in origin, syncopated melody, call-andresponse singing with echoes of Spanish canción. The rural and the urban meet here, as
the sounds of the güiro and the rippling strings of the tiple and tres fuse with the beat of
the cajón and clave rhythms. Son welcomes them all, and then shares them with the world.
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PUNCH

GLAM ROCK
Cognac, Peated Scotch Whisky, Benedictine,
Lemon, Apricot, Peach, Almond

COLD WAR
Irish Whiskey, Rum, Cold Brew Coffee,
Coconut, Wasabi

RED RAG TO A BULL
American Single Malt Whiskey, Irish Whiskey,
Redcurrant, Campari, Cacao, Lime, Mint

R U M B A
Rumba is a dance. It’s also the music you dance to. But above all, it’s the party where

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

they play the music that you dance to. This music began among the poor, among manual
laborers and dockworkers. It was spontaneous music, street music, once considered beneath
the contempt of middle and upper-class Cuban society. And that was a good thing. It meant
that rumba grew free of commercial interference – a pure expression of joy in the moment.
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PUNCH

BAD APPLE
Calvados, Jamaican Rum, Lime, Pistachio,
Grapefruit, Orange

CARTE BLANCHE
Gin, White Armagnac, Orange, Vanilla, Cream,
Honeydew Melon, Almond

DRIVING MISS DAISY
Vodka, Pisco, Lime, Green Apple, Kiwi, Dill

S A N T E R Í A
The Yoruba people brought as slaves to Cuba from Nigeria centuries before carried with them

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

their religion, with its customs, deities and sacred music. Influenced by Spanish Christianity,
this religion became known as santería – the worship of saints. Those saints, which are called
orishas, each have their own characteristics, songs, rhythms and dances. The pantheon includes
Changó, who is the owner of the drums and of lightning. When he dances, the sky thunders.
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Related to punch, the sour is simpler,
snappier and shorter, with just three
core ingredients: alcohol, citrus and
a sweetening element such as sugar,

M A M B O

honey, a syrup or fruit juice. It may be

The mambo is everything. It is instrumental and it is vocal. It’s an up-tempo good time

somehow it’s always new.

one of the oldest types of cocktail, yet

dance tune and it’s also slow and melancholy. It’s big-band music that can also be played
by a small combo. And before rock and roll arrived, it was also the biggest thing in the
world. In the style popularized by Pérez Prado, which draws on elements of jazz and
Spanish music, the mambo is characterized by a catchy interplay between the trumpets
and saxophones that becomes an irresistible rhythm. Mambo is made to make you move.
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SOUR

SPICE TREE
Mezcal, Vodka, Lime, Tamarind, Mango, Mint,
Rose, Habanero

STOCK MARKET
Sodabi, Bolivian Brandy, Raspberry, Hibiscus,
Lemon, Orange Marmalade

RHYME NOR REASON
Jamaican & Guatemalan Rums, Malted Milk,
Raisin, Vanilla, Macadamia, Egg, Cream

D A N Z Ó N
It was scandalous. Shocking. Indecent. And wildly popular. The danzón was slow and

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

sinuous. It encouraged couples to face each other and dance closer. Back in the late 19th
century when the form emerged, high society was outraged. But everyone else was dancing.
Danzón drew on English, French and Spanish roots. It contained elements of the waltz
and the habanera, African rhythms, syncopated patterns. It absorbed all things and
became its own unique thing. Perhaps that is why it is the official national dance of Cuba.
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G U I LT T R I P
Gin, Rhum Agricole, Lemon, Soursop, Fennel,
Manzanilla Sherry, Egg White

COURTESY CALL
Reposado Tequila, Genever, Lemon, Yucca,
French Bitter, Yellow Chartreuse

WHOLE NINE YARDS
Scotch Whisky, Port, Guava, Allspice, Lemon,
Mascarpone

F U E G O
Whatever the band is playing – from the most syrupy, tear-jerking ballad to the most foot-

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

stomping, roof-raising dance number – the music preserves its the essential Cubanicity,
which is fuego. The fire of passion, of sensuality, of excitement is there in every note and
pulsing rhythm. It is there in the words and between the lines. It makes bodies move. Some say
that fuego is undefinable. Maybe so. But it is also unmistakable – and, happily, inescapable.
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In addition to alcohol and sugar, the
key ingredients of this quintessential
American tipple are bitters and the allimportant ice – which Cuban bars began

C U B O P

to import from Boston as far back as 1815.

It was born in New York City, but its roots were in Havana. In the 1940s, Cuban-

These are vintage-style cocktails given a

born musicians trumpeter Mario Bauzá and percussionist Machito (Frank Grillo)

contemporary twist.

were bringing their unique mix of Afro-Cuban rhythms and improvisation to the
world of bebop, creating a fusion that came to be known as CuBop. It caught on
immediately, as if the world had been waiting for just this moment, this sound.
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OLD-FASHIONED

FIRE WALKER
Smoked American Whiskey, Caribbean Rum,
Spanish Brandy, Ancho Chili, Vanilla, Clove,
Cinnamon

TAINTED LOVE
Tennessee Whiskey, Cuban Rum Blend, Banana,
Pineapple, Coconut, Fennel, Suze

AFTER PARTY
Peated Scotch Whisky, Cold Brew Coffee,
Sweet Vermouth, Green Chartreuse, Absinthe

RHYTHM AND BLUES
Rye Whiskey, Helena, Douglas Fir, Orange,
Cocchi Americano

T H E

L AT I N

T I N G E

Jazz, R&B, country, rock, stage and film music: almost every style of American popular

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

music since the early days of the 20th century have embraced the idioms of Brazil,
Cuba, Mexico and Argentina. Indeed, it has been argued that Latin music is the single
greatest external factor in the development of popular music in the US. It is in the
DNA of every major genre; the seasoning in every mix. And greatest, most enduring
influence has been Cuba. That classic 3-2 clave is everywhere. Just listen. You’ll find it.
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Drinks in this category resemble an
Old-Fashioned, but are softened by the
addition of fortified wine. That basis offers
a particularly subtle range of ingredients

M A N T E C A

with which to create these refined, elegant
and, yes, sensational drinks.

Once in a while, a song comes along that changes everything. Composed in the late 1940s
by the great Cuban conguero Chano Pozo and jazz trumpet virtuoso Dizzy Gillepsie and
arranged by Gil Fuller, Manteca was a startling fusion of Cuban rhythms and bebop. It
was an instant and enduring hit. When Dizzy and Chano performed it, they played
with claves. And they made it swing. Manteca became a standard, and soon other
American arrangers began incorporating bongos, congas, guiros – and, yes, claves.
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COCKTAIL

S O F T LY S O F T LY
Gin, Dry Vermouth, Cedro Lemon, Pineapple,
Szechuan

DEAL BREAKER
Irish Whiskey, Fig, Rainwater Madeira,
Spiced Rum, Verjus

BLUE MURDER
Blanco Tequila, Mezcal, Manzanilla Sherry, Yuzu,
Seaweed, Blue Spirulina

RUMOR HAS IT
Rhum Agricole, Träkál, Mango, Guava, Almond,
Melon, Amontillado Sherry

T H E BR I DG E / E L P U E NT E
Music finds its own way. Even when politics were dividing people, this music was

ALL DRINKS

18 .00

also bringing Cuba and the US together. The rhythms of the mambo and rumba
and salsa were welcomed with open arms, and dancing feet. They entered the
lexicon of jazz, and changed its accent. Cuban music helped shape everything
from bebop to funk. It is a bridge between worlds, a bridge that cannot be closed
down or dismantled. It is here to stay, a rhythmic, passionate, wonder of the world.

35.

Cuban music is a house of many rooms.
Open one door and the thundering pulse
of the conga tumbles out. Open another
and a joyous rumba or mambo may
reach out and pull you in. Peek through a
window and you may spy a torrid danzón
taking place in broad daylight; or catch
the essential click of the clave rhythm
or the syncopated call-and-response
of a classic son.
Yes, this house has many rooms and they
are all distinct and they are all connected.
Come, take a walk around. Listen.
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